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About This Content

The Collector’s Pack includes all of the wondrous sights and sounds of The Universim. The Art Book will take you on a visual
journey through the development of the game, from concept all the way to final. You will get an exclusive look at sketches,

concept art, 3D renders, and more in stunning quality. Additionally, while you peruse the artwork, you can treat your ears to the
game’s soothing Original Soundtrack. What’s not to love?

We are releasing the Collector’s Pack in two volumes to give us time to work on future content, but each volume is priced
accordingly. Volume 1 of this pack includes the artwork and music of the Stone and Medieval Ages, which is available

immediately. Modern and Space Age content will be included in Volume 2 at a later date.

This pack includes:

The first part of the stunning Digital Art Book, featuring 150 pages of sketches, concept art, 3D renders, and more from
the Stone and Medieval Ages.
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A folders containing over 1000 high-quality art assets to give you even more visual pleasure.

The first part of the Original Soundtrack, which includes tracks from the Stone and Medieval Ages.

Track list:

01_Building a New World
02_Into The Wild
03_Mother Planet
04_Tribal Heart
05_Nugget Life
06_Harvest Season
07_Springtime
08_Far Horizons
09_Frozen Mountains
10_The Planet
11_Winterscape
12_The Planet
13_Passion
14_Installation
15_Loading Screen
16_Main Menu Demo
17_Main Menu Horizons
18_Main Menu Expandable Universe
19_Wild Village
20_Mid Age
21_Exploring Worlds
22_Research Menu
23_Never Released
24_The Creation
25_Unknown Worlds
26_The Beginning
27_The One

Bonus Tracks

1. Magic
2. Light univers
3. Dense Atmosphere
4. Fantasy Dream
5. Mystery Space
6. The origin of the universe
7. Legacy of the Future
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I knew as soon as Mono No Aware by Hammock started playing that this game would be something special. And I was right. I
found myself feeling strangely disturbed and uncomfortable with how familiar the game seemed because it reminded me of life.
Doing the same thing over and over and over and over...

Almost makes you understand why people chuck themselves off of bridges doesn't it?. Not worth your time or money,
unfortunately. The comic is well enough drawn and colored, but it basically has no story; the vast majority simply depicts two
characters' run through the Gungeon, which is completely uninteresting to anyone who has played the game\u2014hell, it's
probably uninteresting to anyone who hasn't, too. Nothing unusual happens to them, so what you get is just their reactions to typical
Gungeon stuff as first-timers, and they aren't good enough characters to make that entertaining.

There's just no point to this, and it's a shame because Enter the Gungeon constantly hints at a colorful and fun wider universe
through its lore text and NPCs. That wider universe makes an appearance in this comic for about five of its pages, and it's not a
terribly interesting portrayal while it lasts.

Currently, the only way to acquire this seems to be through the Collector's Edition of the game, and I would advise you not to
consider it a significant reason to make that purchase.. What an amazing griping tale with interesting characters of a Queen named
Meve against all odds, and the perfect cameo of Gwevalf... of Wivia.. First review ever:

 Recommendated, but only if you want minimumal content and no Dev. communication or updates.

Minigolf Mania has the best `feel' of any minigolf game on Steam. It's very simple, and the TALENTED Devs do a great job in
making the game play and feel easy to pick up and enjoy. These guys know how to make a quality simple game.

Sadly just like No Man Sky, these developers have zero communication with the buyers of this game. They promise upgardes soon,
and never deliver. Seems like they simply: do... not... care. A hole\/level creator could give the community a great tool to expand this
game (and have others to increase sales), but it has never been released.

No multiplayer, but co-op. and the worst thing: JUST NINE HOLES!

To sum-up. Fantastic potential, zero updates for almost half a year. NO COMMUNICATION. Many buyers of this game feel
slighted as well as believe that this has been bandoned. I hope not!

PS: So if 3 dollars is okay for 9 holes, I reccomend it, but just nine holes... I am going to say- No. Sorry, cause the engine and
working of MiniGolf Mania are wonderful!. I really enjoy this game. Even thought it's only an indie, it has a nice story behind it,
so it kind of makes up for other aspects. I would definetely recommend this to anybody that doesn't usually play these type of
games.
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Not worth five bucks. Unfair Jousting Fair is too simple, with not enough game options to merit the purchase. I will explain:

Pros:
+Artwork is original
+Using chickens as projectiles is hilarious and an awesome mechanic

Cons:
-The hardest part about this game is not knocking your opponent down - it is keeping your own balance enough to get across
the arena - this is probably the worst part, and practice did not seem to help - we were just as bad after 20 minutes as we were
on the first go
-Music is super short and super repetitive
-Only 1 game mode
-Different characters are functionally the exact same, and overall are boring looking (all look like hipster coffee shop
dwellers)
-There are so few options in-game; you can change the number of rounds, but that is about it - I don't even think there is an
option to choose a specific weapon (but it wouldn't change my mind overall, anyway)
-It is boring after about literally 10 minutes

Unfortunately, there just isn't really any game here.. You know the game is good when it runs 25 fps on 720p. this game is a
total banger, you get erect just by looking at the models 10\/10 i'd buy again for my friends, family and my entire bloodline.
PROS+
Story rich driven game made by the best devs
Not made by EA
No micro transactions
Basically everything.

CONS-
Trash disgusting game
Basically everything. I've played through what I think you would call the 'intro', or basically up to the point where the
universe opens up and you can start going your own way. The only reason I haven't continued is that the game is being
actively worked on (a very good thing) and I would like to wait till more of the planned features and fixes are in before
going all in, because I'm not going to want to stop once I do.

I really, really like this game. Team setup feels like Jagged Edge, story has the beginnings of something significant and
engaging, and the freedom of the open world is very attractive. It still needs work, but the dev team has no delusions and they
are regularly pushing updates and fixes. I'm normally very hesitant about backing early access these days after getting
burned repeatedly, but the team is showing all the right signs and the game is on track to scratch an itch not touched since
JE2, Fallout 2, or...well, since ever, when it comes to an open galaxy, small team mini-4x game. So long as the team doesn't
get bought by a AAA studio puppet, this is absolutely worth supporting.. Expecting a Summer Sale - Paradox Interactive
increased base prices for most if not all their games.
Anything morally and ethically wrong with it?
Vote with your Money.. I wasn't completely sure what to expect when I picked up this game, having never really played a text
adventure of any kind before. But, now that I've completed it, I can safely say that pciking it up was a very smart move.

If you're not used to this type of game then it might take you a few moments to get used to the controls and especially the
navigation, but after 10 minutes or so, you'll be whizzing around the place without any issue at all. It's very intuitive and very
simple, and there is a map screen if you suddenly find yourself a little lost.

Graphically, the game is beautiful. The interface, the icons, the in-game images, all look very nice and professional.

In terms of sound, the game presents a perfect mix of peaceful, melancholic and dramatic background music, all inserted at
just the right moments, as well as enough sound effects to make sure you're always satisfied that things are being selected
correctly, and that things are generally getting done the way they should be.

Storywise, the game is excellent. It's a mystery at heart, incorporating themes of loss, desire, heartache, faith, religion, and
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the never ending search for peace and happiness. I was gripped right up until the very end, and this being a text adventure,
where story is paramount, I'd say that is a very big plus.

The only negative thing to say about this game, for me personally, is when it comes to the overall game design. I had to
consult a walkthrough on 3 occassions, simply because I just would never have thought to do a certain thing, and on another
occasion just because I forgot that I could access a certain area because I hadn't been there since the very start. This is a
trivial complaint though, and something that practically all adventure games suffer from, so I don't hold it against the game
at all.

So, if you like a good mystery, and a good character driven yarn, all wrapped in a great looking, and sounding, package, I
definitely, without a doubt, recommend you pickup LIfestream. It took me just over 5 hours to complete, and so for the price,
I'd say it's a real bargain. :). Praise Jesus!. Nice difficulty level. Nice game length.. I can't make head nor tail of this. The
instructions are gibberish - possible a bad translation and everything is so much more complicated than it needs to be. If a
simple game is going to have controls as somplex as this, then the DEVS need to give some really clear instructions on how to
play.
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